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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the problem of controlling an agent
that simulates the behavior of an self-driving car when passing a road
intersection together with other vehicles. We consider the case of using
smart city systems, which allow the agent to get full information about
what is happening at the intersection in the form of video frames from
surveillance cameras. The paper proposes the implementation of a control
system based on a trainable behavior generation module. The agent’s
model is implemented using reinforcement learning (RL) methods. In
our work, we analyze various RL methods (PPO, Rainbow, TD3), and
variants of the computer vision subsystem of the agent. Also, we present
our results of the best implementation of the agent when driving together
with other participants in compliance with traffic rules.
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1 Introduction

Control architectures for mobile robotic systems and self-driving vehicles cur-
rently allow us to solve basic tasks for planning and self-driving in complex urban
environments. Often the applied methods are based on pre-defined scenarios and
rules of behavior, which significantly reduces the degree of autonomy of such sys-
tems. One of the promising areas for the increasing degree of autonomy is the use
of machine learning methods. These methods are using for automatically gen-
erating generalized object recognition procedures, including dynamic ones, in
the external environment. A significant disadvantage of such approaches is the
need for pre-training on pre-generated data, which often requires handcrafted
markup. However, there are currently a large number of data sets and simula-
tors that can be used for pre-training without significant manual configuration
or markup.

In this paper, we consider the task of learning an agent that simulates a self-
driving car that performs the task of passing through the road intersection. As
a basic statement of the problem, we consider a realistic scenario of using data
from the sensors of the agent (images from cameras within the field of view,
lidars, etc.), data coming from video surveillance cameras located in complex
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and loaded transport areas, in particular at road intersections. The considering
scenario for agent behavior looks followed. The agent drives up to the intersection
and connects to the surveillance cameras located above the intersection to receive
an online video stream. The agent switches to driving mode for a dangerous area
and uses a pre-trained model that uses data from the agent’s camera and sensors
to follow traffic rules and pass the intersection in the shortest possible time. In
this paper, we describe the simulator which we developed for this case. Also,
we investigate methods based on reinforcement learning approaches to generate
such agent.

We analyzed the effectiveness of using computer vision methods to generate
an agent’s environment description and conducted a series of experiments with
various reinforcement learning methods, including policy gradient (PPO) and
off-policy methods (Rainbow).

We did not link our research to any specific robot or self-driving architecture.
At the same time, we consider that a real robot will have some simple sensors
(speed, coordinate estimation, etc.) and basic control operations (wheel rotation,
acceleration, braking).

Also, we understand that the use of such systems for ordinary crossroads
with people is unlikely to become legally possible soon. Therefore, we propose to
consider the task in the context of a “robotic” intersection without any pedes-
trians. Note that this assumption does not make the problem less relevant since
it is fully applicable to delivery robots.

The presentation is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview
of reinforcement learning methods, simulators, and approaches for modeling in-
tersections. Section 3 presents the RL methods used in this paper. In section 4,
we describe the environment and the main parameters of the simulator. Section
5 presents the main results of the experiments.

2 Related works

The direct launch of learning methods on robotic platforms and self-driving
vehicles in the real world is expensive and very slow. In this regard, various
simulators are widely used, which would reflect the interaction of the agent with
the environment as realistically as possible. Such works include Carla [4] and
simulator Nvidia Drive which used in work [2]. These 3D simulators have a huge
number of settings and can generate data from many different sensors - cameras,
lidars, accelerometers, etc. The disadvantage of this is the large computing power
required only for the operation in these environments.

A representative of a slightly different class of simulators is SUMO [13]. This
simulator permits to simulate large urban road networks with traffic lights and
control individual cars.

The task of managing the self-driving car can be divided into several subtasks,
which are more or less covered and automated in modern works. For example,
the paper [9] investigates an agent driving a car in a TORCS [12] environment
based on a racing simulator. The works [1, 15, 21, 22] investigate the ability of
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an agent to change lanes, and [21] continue this study in cooperative setup. The
work [16] explores the mechanism of keeping the car on the track. Paper [23]
the authors provide a comparison of various computer vision methods, which
include car detection and methods for evaluating the angles of car rotation. It is
also necessary to mention a large recent work [8], which reviewed many traffic
simulators and agents.

Despite the abundance of existing methods and solutions for sub-tasks of
managing self-driving agents, we believe that the multi-agent formulation of the
problem of moving agents at the intersection is quite popular.

3 Background

The Markov decision process [19](MDP) is used to formalize our approach for
learning agents. MDP is defined as a tuple 〈S,A,R,T,γ〉, which consists of a set
of states S, a set of actions A, a reward function R(st ,at), a transition function
T (st ,at ,st+1) = P(st+1|st ,at) and the discount coefficient γ. In each state of the
environment st ∈ S, the agent performs the action at ∈ A, after which it receives
a reward according to R and moves to the new state st+1, according to T Agent
policy π determines which action the agent will choose for a specific state. The
agent’s task is to find a π that maximizes the expected discounted reward during
interaction with the environment. In our work, we will consider episodic environ-
ments – MDP in which the agent’s interaction with the environment is limited
to a certain number of steps.

There are many algorithms to find the optimal policy π. In this paper, we
consider modern approaches based on the Value function (Value-Based Methods)
and approaches based on the policy gradient (Policy Gradient Methods).

The Q-function Qπ(s,a), for the state-action pair, estimates the expected
discounted reward that will be received in the future if the agent chooses the
action a, in the state s and will continue its interaction with the environment,
according to the policy π. The optimal Q-function Q∗(s,a), can be obtained by
solving the Bellman equation:

Q∗(st ,at) = E

[
R(st ,at)+ γ ∑

s′
P(st+1|st ,at)max

at+1
Q∗(st+1,at+1)

]
.

The optimal policy is π(st) = argmaxat∈AQ∗(st+1,at+1). In modern works for ap-
proximating the Q-function Q(st ,at) uses Deep Q-network (DQN) [14]. To evalu-
ate Q(st ,at) the neural network receives the input state st and predicts the utility
for each action Qθ (st ,at), where θ are the parameters of the neural network. We
consider classic algorithms, such as Rainbow [7], which is applicable for discrete
action space and Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (TD3) [6],
which allows to use a continuous set of actions.

Rainbow [7] – is an improvement on the classic DQNalgorithm. The loss
function for the DQN algorithm has the form:

LDQN =

[
Q(st ,at)−

(
Rt + γ ·maxa′Qtarget(st+1,a′)

)]2

,
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The learning process consists of interacting with the environment and saving all
tuples (st ,at ,Rt ,st+1) in memory of replays. where Rt – reward at time t, Qtarget
– copy of Q(S,A), delayed for episodes. Q-function optimization is performed
using batches that are uniformly sampled from the replay buffer. The authors
of Rainbow consider 6 improvements to the DQN algorithm, a combination of
which significantly accelerate its convergence:

1. Double DQN is designed to solve the problem of overestimation that exists in
DQN due to the maximization step. To solve this problem, two Q networks
are used: Qθ and Q

θ̄
. When performing the maximization step, the best

action is selected based on the current network, and its value is calculated
based on the other one:

Ldouble =

[
Qθ (st ,at)− (Rt + γ ·Q

θ̄
(st+1,argmax

a′
Qθ (st+1,a′))

]2

.

The network, for which the loss function will be applied at the current update
step is selected by random.

2. Prioritized Experience Replay improves the standard replay buffer of the
DQN algorithm. Prioritized replay buffer samples more often transitions,
with a larger TD error. The probability of sampling a single transition is
defined as:

pt ∝

∣∣∣∣Rt+1 + γt+1 max
a′

Q
θ
(st+1,a′)−Qθ (st ,st)

∣∣∣∣ω ,

where ω is a hyperparameter that defines the distribution form. New data
entering the prioritized buffer gets the maximum sampling probability.

3. Dueling Network Architecture – the approach is to make two calculation
streams, the value stream V and the advantage stream aψ . They use a com-
mon convolutional encoder and are combined by a special aggregator, which
corresponds to the following factorization of the Q-function:

Qθ (s,a) =Vη( fξ (s))+aψ( fξ (s),a)−
∑a′ aψ( fξ (s),a′)

Nactions
,

where ξ , η , and ψ are common encoder parameters fξ , vη value function
flow, aψ advantage function flow, and θ = {ξ ,η ,ψ} their concatenation.

4. N-step return – uses N-step evaluation, which is defined as:

R(n)
t ≡

n−1

∑
k=0

γ
(k)
t Rt+k+1 .

So the new loss function:

LN-step =

[
m(st ,at)− (R(p)

t + γ
(p)
t max

a′
Qgoal(sT+N ,a′))

]2

.
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5. Distributional RL – a distribution-based approach – the algorithm does not
predict the Q-function itself, but its distribution. In this case, the C51 algo-
rithm was used.

6. Noisy nets – this approach adds the layer to the neural network that is
responsible for exploring the environment. The Noisy Nets approach offers
a linear network layer that combines deterministic input and noise input:

y = (b+Wx)+(bnoisy � ε
b +(Wnoisy � ε

w)x),

where εb and εw are sampled from standard normal distribution, and �
means elementwise multiplication. This transformation can be used instead
of the standard linear transformation y = b+Wx. The idea is that over time,
the network learns to ignore the flow of noise, but the adjustment to noise
occurs in different ways for different parts of the state space.

The second method we use is Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [17]. This
is an on-policy method that belongs to the Actor-Critic (AC) class. The critic
predicts the Value-function V and the loss function for it is MSE:

Lcritic = [V (s)−Rt − γ ·Vtarget(st+1)]
2

The actor loss function for PPO is similar to the improvement of AC - Advan-
tage Actor-Critic (A2C) [20] and uses the advantage function, but with addi-
tional modifications.. As one of the main modifications is a clipping of possible
deviation from the old policy. So if the standard A2C actor loss function has the
form:

Lpolicy = E [π(st ,at) ·A(st ,at)]

, then for PPO:

Lpolicy = E

[
clip(

π(st ,at)

πold(st ,at)
,1− ε,1+ ε) ·A(st ,at)

]

, where P is the actor’s policy, clip(a,b,c) = min(max(a,b),c). Our implementa-
tion also used some PPO improvements from [5], such as clipping not only the
actor policy but also the Value-function.

The third method, which was applied, is already introduced TD3 [6] - an
off-policy algorithm that makes several stabilizing and convergence-accelerating
improvements to the Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [11]. Both
methods belong to the Actor-Critic class. And correspondingly for DDPG Critic
train by minimizing the almost standard loss function:

Lcritic = [Q(st , ,at)−Rr − γ ·Qtarget(st+1,π(st+1))]
2 ,

where the only difference is the presence of P(st+1) - prediction by the policy of
the action actor from the state st+1. For the actor itself DDPG use:

Lpolicy =−Q(st ,π(st))
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from which the gradient for policy parameters is taken.
TD3 introduces 3 more major changes. First is adding white noise to policy

predictions at the stage of Lpolicy calculation. The second is a delayed update of
the actor - namely one policy update for n ∈N of the critic updates. And the last
one is the usage of two independent estimations for the Q-function and using
the minimum of them in calculations, as the authors of TD3 claim this helps to
reduce the impact of bias overestimation.

4 Environment description

Our environment - CarInersect is based on the simulator [18], physical en-
gine Box2D and the OpenAI gym framework [3]. Technical details and bot be-
havior are described in the section 4.1. The environment simulates the behavior
of cars at a road intersection. The agent’s goal is to manage one of these cars
and drive it along the specified track. Although a human can easily complete
such tacks, this is difficult for an artificial agent. In particular, when testing
the environment, we found that a reward system different from a dense line of
check-points with positive reward hardly leads to agent convergence.

4.1 Technical details

The pybox2d physics engine is used for physical simulation of collisions, accel-
erations, deceleration, and drift of cars. So after a long selection of constants to
control the car, we still could not achieve ordinary behavior, so we used the code
for calculating the forces acting on the car from the OpenAI gym CarRacing.

The environment has the same functionality as the OpenAI gym framework
environments. Every environment settings are passed through the configuration
file. This file consists of three parts: the first part describes the reward func-
tion; the second part describes the behavior of the environment - the number
of bots, their tracks, the agent’s track, the type of observation; and the third
part describing the background image, its markup, and sets of images of bots
and the agent. The tracks description is the usual CVAT XML markup of the
background image.

Bots ride along their tracks. These tracks selected uniformly from the list of
available ones in a moment of bot creating. When moving, the bot goes to the
next checkpoint of its track. To decide, where to steer, it takes into account the
next two checkpoints. When bot leaves the road or collides with other vehicles,
it disappears. If the agent encounters a bot, the agent receives a fine (reward
−1), and the episode ends prematurely. Bots give priority to the car approaching
from the right.

4.2 Actions

Each action is represented by a tuple at = (stt ,gt ,bt), where:

– stt ∈ [−1,1] - steering

https://box2d.org/
https://gym.openai.com/envs/CarRacing-v0/
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– gt ∈ [0,1] - gas, has impact to acceleration
– bt ∈ [0,1] - brake, stopping the car (not immediately)

Fig. 1. Types of tracks: small rotation, medium rotation, line, rotation (or full rotation);
the control points are marked in red; if reaching them give 0.5 reward each

4.3 State

As a state, the environment returns an image and the agent’s car feature vector.
A feature vector is formed using the computer vision subsystem of the agent [23].
All vector features are concatenated. All coordinates are normalized to [0−1];
all angles are set by 3 numbers: their value in radians, sin and cos; the car points
are the center of the hull and the centers of 4 wheels. Possible vector features:

– hull_position – two numbers, x and y coordinates of the center of the car
– hull_angle – the angle of rotation of the car
– car_speed – two numbers, speeds on x and y coordinates normalized to 1000
– wheels_positions – 8 numbers - 4 pairs of x and y coordinates of the car

wheels
– track_sensor – 1 if all car points are inside the track polygon, 0 otherwise
– road_sensor – 1 if all car points are inside the polygon of the road, 0 other-

wise
– finish_sensor – 1 if at least one car point is close to the last point of the

track
– cross_road_sensor – 1 if at least one car point is inside the area marked as

an intersection area
– collide_sensor – 1 if the car is currently colliding with another car, otherwise

0
– car_radar_{N = 1, 2, 3} – each of the N radar vectors is 6 numbers describ-

ing a single car:
1. 0 or 1 is there data, if 0, then the other 5 numbers are 0
2. normalized distance to the object
3. sin and cos of the relative angle
4. sin and cos of the angle between the velocity vectors
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– time – 3 numbers, sin of time and sin of doubled and tripled time, where time
itself is an integer number of steps since the creation of the car (this time
encoding is done by analogy with the position encoding in Natural Language
Processing [10])

4.4 Reward function

The reward system for the environment is defined in the configuration file. We
used the same reward system for all agents: 0.5 for reaching checkpoints, which
are uniformly spaced along the track; 2 for reaching the final point; −1 for leaving
the track and crash. The episode ends when the agent reaches the finish line,
leaves the track, or after 500 steps.

4.5 Environment performance

To measure performance, the environment was run for 100,000 steps on a com-
puter with an Intel ® Core ™ i5-8250U CPU @ 1.60 GHz × 8, 15.6 GB RAM.
Table 1 shows the average number of frames per second for various environment
configurations. A slight slowdown occurs when images are used as the state. A
significant slowdown occurs when bots are added.

Table 1. Simulator performance – mean number of frames per second (FPS) for state
as vector, image and combined (vector and image).

Bots Vector FPS Image FPS Combined FPS

no 1065 798 747
yes 302 268 268

5 Experiments

The experiments were performed using 3 algorithms: PPO, TD3, and Rainbow.
PPO and TD3 operate in a continuous action space, which is preferable for
transferring an agent to the real world. Rainbow works in discrete action space,
as shown in the Table 2. The source code for the environment and algorithms is
available via the following link3.

5.1 Results for tracks without bots and states represented as vector

The results of experiments for tracks without bots and vectors as state-space are
shown in Fig. 2. The following set of vector features was used for the experiment:
hull_position, hull_angle car_speed, checkpoint_sensor, finish_sensor.
3 Source code: github.com/MartinsonMichael/CarRacing_agents

https://github.com/MartinsonMichael/CarRacing_agents
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Table 2. Action discretization for Rainbow

Action Steer st Gas g Break b Description

A1 0.0 0.0 0.0 noop action
A2 −0.6 0.0 0.0 left steer
A3 0.6 0.0 0.0 right steer
A4 0.0 0.9 0.0 gas
A5 0.0 0.0 1.0 break

As can be seen from the charts on all types of track, agents based on the PPO
method show a stable but slow convergence. We suppose that such happens due
to the lack of replay memory. Because there are control points that are difficult to
reach, such as around a bend. And in one update, PPO uses too little examples
with positive point-reaching, so it takes longer to converge.

For tracks Line and Full Rotation, Rainbow also learns significantly faster
than the other methods, most likely due to the design of the tracks themselves.
Since they contain long straight sections for which many groups of state-space
points have the same optimal policy.

5.2 Results for tracks without bots and states represented as image

The next series of experiments was conducted using the image as the main fea-
ture. The architecture proposed in this paper [14] was used for image processing.
The image is resized to 84x84 pixels, as the compression method used bilinear
interpolation. The results shown in Fig.3

As it can be observed from charts, it is more difficult for all methods to control
the car using a pure image rather than a vector. We also faced the difficulty of
configuring TD3 hyperparameters, as you can see in the first and last charts,
this method gets stuck in suboptimal policies, namely, it starts to stand still or
rotate on start point.

5.3 Influence of different sets of vectors features on the convergence of the
algorithms

At this point, we investigated the effect of a set of vector features on the con-
vergence of the algorithm. The key feature sets are shown in the table 3.

As can be seen from the table, the results of the algorithms can differ
greatly for the same sets of features. If on a Full rotation track PPO using only
hull_position and wheels_position can only reach 20%, then Rainbow on
both features reaches 60%, which corresponds to the end of the straight section
before the turn itself. Adding an angle to both coordinate features – hull_angle
greatly increases the performance (+17% for PPO and +30% for Rainbow). The
combination of both coordinate attributes with an angle gives the best results
for Rainbow and PPO.
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Fig. 2. The results of the experiments on the tracks without bots and vector observa-
tions. The bold line shows the average for 10 runs of each algorithm, with a smoothing
of 0.6. The transparent line shows the standard deviation. For each of the algorithms,
a preliminary search was performed for the best hyperparameters.

You can also see that for PPO and Rainbow, the track sensor – track_sensor
greatly increases the track % and the finish %. We believe that the sensor allows
the agent to determine the closeness to the border of the route in advance. In
contrast to the case when the agent distinguishes traveling outside the bound-
aries only by reward.

5.4 Results for tracks with bots

In this section, the environment state was represented as a combination of vector
and image. Image processing was performed in a same way as in section 5.2. To
join image and vector we concatenate them along the channel dimension (copy
of duplicated vector was used h×w times). So from image with shape h×w× c,
and vector with shape v, we make observation matrix with shape h×w× (c+ v)
shape.

The experimental results for the state of the environment consisting of the
image and hull_position, hull_angle presented in Fig. 4. The best result
was shown by the Rainbow algorithm, which learned to pass the intersection
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Table 3. Key feature sets in increasing order by % track. Notation: T - time - time, V -
car_speed, Cs - checkpoint_sensor, XYw - wheels_position, Ts - track_sensor, Fs -
finish_sensor, xyh - hull_position, α - hull_angle; % track - the average percentage
of the track passed by the agent by the end of training; % finish - the average number
of episodes ended at finish point.

Cs Ts Fs V Img T α XYw XYh % track % finish
PPO on line track

+ + + 0.074 0.000
+ 0.166 0.000

+ 0.228 0.000
+ + + + + 0.675 0.578
+ + + 0.949 0.900

+ + + 0.957 0.750

PPO on full rotation track

+ 0.122 0.000
+ 0.188 0.000

+ + 0.375 0.000
+ + + + + 0.497 0.000

+ + + 0.524 0.000
+ + 0.567 0.000

+ + + 0.663 0.000
+ + + 0.672 0.000

Rainbow on line track

+ + + 0.916 0.950
+ 0.921 0.639

+ + + 0.942 0.750

Rainbow on full rotation track

+ 0.600 0.000
+ 0.616 0.000

+ + + 0.712 0.000
+ + + + + 0.770 0.115

+ + 0.936 0.250
+ + + 0.936 0.550

+ + + 0.941 0.800
+ + 0.947 0.300

TD3 on line track

+ 0.117 0.000
+ + + + + 0.217 0.083
+ + + 0.939 0.950

TD3 on full rotation track

+ + + + + 0.063 0.000
+ 0.098 0.000

Cs Ts Fs V Img T α XYw XYh % track % finish
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Fig. 3. The results of the experiments on the tracks without bots and image observa-
tions. The bold line shows the average for 10 runs of each algorithm, with a smoothing
of 0.6. The transparent line shows the standard deviation.

completely and without collisions. The PPO algorithm also converges, but much
more slowly.

The experimental results for the state of the environment consisting of the
image and hull_position, hull_angle, car_radar_2, collide_sensor pre-
sented in Fig. 5. In this case, TD3 and PPO algorithms learned to pass only a
small part of the road.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described a developed environment, which allows to sim-
ulate driving through an intersection with realistic dynamics and the ability to
train various reinforcement learning algorithms.

We have developed and described an effective learning method based on off-
policy method Rainbow. We presented the results of a large series of experiments
comparing our approach with other implementations that use a different combi-
nation of basic features used in describing the state.

Future plans of our research include improvements to the environment for
simulating more complex intersections (prioritized roads, traffic lights, etc.). We
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Fig. 4. Results of experiments on tracks with bots and vectors as the state of the envi-
ronment. The percentage of the completed track, and the average number of collisions.

Bots - state: Image + Vectors - Track
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Bots - state: Image + Vectors - Collisions
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Fig. 5. Results of experiments on trajectories with bots and images as the state of the
environment.

also plan to integrate computer vision and reinforcement learning methods more
closely to simulate the real environment in a more complete way.
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